
Comic strip art



Open one of the template 
files

File >save as> save it with 
a real name and in YOUR 
H DRIVE





Find Three images that tell a 
NARRATIVE.. Remember it 
does not need to be elaborate , 

1.Edit>paste

2.edit> free transform

3.Place the image on top of the  
desired frame LAYER that you 
want …. Then…

4. Right click on the layer > 
create clipping mask



Finish and fill all 
frames



Choose a 
color and 
item in your 
project you 
want to 
emphasize.

Using your 
quick 
selection 
tool select 
the “Thing”

image> adj> 
vibrace 



Before 
unselecting it 

Select> 
inverse (this 
will select 
instead the 
rest of the pic)

Image > adj> 
hue and sat



Lower the 
saturation 
until you like it 
and the color 
is emphasized 
by making the 
rest more 
black and 
white



Select> 
deselect

Image adj> 
brightness and 
contrast



Continue the process 
and emphaze and 
desaturate the other 
pictures



Select all layers

Right click 

 and merge 
layers



Right click on the 
newly made merged 
layer and duplicate 
layer



On the top layer

Image> adj> threshold



Copy and paste each layer 
for its own layer in a new 
Illustrator File

Add a new layer and Trace 
Just the frame Lines with the 
pen tool

Give them a Large Stroke!



Lock the 
outlined 
frame layer. 

Add a new 
layer



Next on this 
new layer add 

Using your pen 
tool

(No fill, just a 
stroke)

Start outlining 
the contour of 
the of one 
FRAME

(we will be 
going frame by 
frame)



With these 
outside contours 
make sure to 
have NO OPEN 
LINES!!!!Lines 
may connect to 
the outside 
frame



Add in all 
contour lines



Lock the last 
layer

Add a new layer  
and begin 
tracing details.  
Not all lines 
here need to 
connect but if 
some do that 
will be helpful 
later. 



Next add a new layer to create Facial Features

Tip when creating eyebrows consider making a shape 
and adding a fill



When 
creating 
eyes 
consider 
cartooning 
them.

Try not 
connecting 
Lines

And 
changing 
line 
weights







Add the lips again you 
do not have to connect 
lines and can rely on 
more of a cartoony look



When doing a nose DO NOT draw a hot dog nose 
try just the outside nostrils an not going up the nose 
bone











Duplicate the contour/ 
outline layer and lock on of 
them



Lock layers

Add a new layer

Connecting from the 
contour lines trace the 
shadows using the 
threshold reference 
layer

Consider making the 
stroke size smaller 



Make sure 
the only 
layers 
unlocked 
are the 
shadow 
traced layer 
and the 
outline 
layer

Using the 
selection 
tool select 
all lines
























